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OBJECTIVES & LEARNING AGENDA

To have a one-touch conquest for competitive shoppers that alerts them to Toyota’s wide 
range of vehicle offerings and educates competitive shoppers on Toyota’s better alternative to 
a competitor's vehicle type as well as educate the shopper on Toyota’s alt-fuel program.

• Is the content engaging to the user?
• Is the content visually appealing to the user?
• What other information would a user want in this email?
• Are users reading the content?
• What content is the user focused on?
• Do these emails provide enough information to guide a user down the purchase 

funnel?
• How many types of vehicles is the user thinking about?
• Does the design and content drive brand affinity?



TEST ENVIRONMENT

Sticky is an eye tracking & emotion measurement platform. We quantify the view-ability of creative content by 
capturing where users look & survey responses. Users understand they are not viewing the email in an email 
client application and that their clicks are tracked but they won’t be taken out of the email testing experience. 

• Test platform: Sticky by tobiipro

• Audience size:  31 qualified test results out of panel of 145

• Audience criteria: 

 Live in North America

 Age 18-60

 Gender M/F



EMAIL



LIFECYCLE EMAILS

ECO Version Sedans Version Mirai Asian 
Conquest



VS – ECO Version 
Overview

DesktopMobile

Email Overview
• Toyota is seeking to boost sales of alternative-fuel vehicles, 

particularly Mirai, in specific markets. Using rented email 
addresses from third-party vendors, we send these emails to 
prospective vehicle buyers with the intent of bringing their 
interest and purchase desire to Toyota’s family of vehicles.

Cadence/Sent
• Delivered within 14 business days post deployment 

(dependent on vendor data delivery)

[First Name], Go Eco With Toyota for a 
Great Deal

March 22, 2018 12:00 PM

From: Toyota
To: John

Find local deals 

View as a Web page

This Toyota marketing communication is intended for 
residents of the United States only.  
 
For questions about our products, navigation, Entune™, 
ToyotaCare, vehicle warranty and more, please contact us:

Phone: 1-800-331-4331
Email: https://www.toyota.com/support/contact-us

FOOTER FPO. Will be replaced by vendor footer.

Please do not reply to this email. This is a post-only, 
outbound email.  
We will be unable to respond to your reply.

If you have questions or concerns about this email or 
Toyota Marketing, please use the links below.  

Unsubscribe

Manage Preferences

FAQ

Contact Us

Your Privacy Rights

©2018 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. 
Attn: TMNA Marketing, P.O. Box 295001, Plano, TX 75025

Legal goes here.



VS – ECO Version 
Engagement Results



VS – ECO Version 
Heatmap Results

• The hero module received the most amount of attention at 6.2 

seconds, followed by the footer at 2.2 seconds, and the RAV4 Hybrid 

body copy 1.9 seconds.

• Users glanced (users looked quickly then looked at something else) 

at the body copy modules above the fold and skimmed (scanning 

through quickly) through the body copy modules below the fold.

• Users scrolled down the email and glanced at the 52 MPG within the 

Prius module as well as the Choose Your Toyota module.



VS – Sedans Version 
Overview

DesktopMobile

Email Overview
• Toyota is seeking to boost sales of alternative-fuel vehicles, 

particularly Mirai, in specific markets. Using rented email 
addresses from third-party vendors, we send these emails to 
prospective vehicle buyers with the intent of bringing their 
interest and purchase desire to Toyota’s family of vehicles.

Cadence/Sent
• Delivered within 14 business days post deployment 

(dependent on vendor data delivery)

[First Name], Find a Local Deal on a 
Sporty Toyota Sedan

March 22, 2018 12:00 PM

From: Toyota
To: John

Find local deals 

View as a Web page

This Toyota marketing communication is intended for 
residents of the United States only.  
 
For questions about our products, navigation, Entune™, 
ToyotaCare, vehicle warranty and more, please contact us:

Phone: 1-800-331-4331
Email: https://www.toyota.com/support/contact-us 
 
 
FOOTER FPO. Will be replaced by vendor footer. 
 
Please do not reply to this email. This is a post-only, 
outbound email.  
We will be unable to respond to your reply.

If you have questions or concerns about this email or 
Toyota Marketing, please use the links below.  

Unsubscribe

Manage Preferences

FAQ

Contact Us

Your Privacy Rights

©2018 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. 
Attn: TMNA Marketing, P.O. Box 295001, Plano, TX 75025



VS – Sedans Version 
Engagement Results



VS – Sedans Version 
Heatmap Results

• Users spent 6.1 seconds on the hero module and 

read the content.

• Users spent more time on the vehicle images then 

they did on the vehicle’s body copy.

• Users glanced through Camry’s copy and skimmed 

through the Corolla and Avalon copy.



VS – Mirai Version 
Overview

DesktopMobile

Email Overview
• Toyota is seeking to boost sales of alternative-fuel vehicles, 

particularly Mirai, in specific markets. Using rented email 
addresses from third-party vendors, we send these emails to 
prospective vehicle buyers with the intent of bringing their 
interest and purchase desire to Toyota’s family of vehicles.

Cadence/Sent
• Delivered within 14 business days post deployment 

(dependent on vendor data delivery)

[First Name], Your Perfect Advanced-Tech 
Vehicle Is Inside

March 22, 2018 12:00 PM

From: Toyota
To: John

Explore alt-fuel vehicles 

View as a Web page

For questions about our products, navigation, Entune™, 
ToyotaCare, vehicle warranty and more, please contact us:

Phone: 1-800-331-4331
Email: https://www.toyota.com/support/contact-us 
 

Please do not reply to this email. This is a post-only, 
outbound email.  
We will be unable to respond to your reply.

If you have questions or concerns about this email or 
Toyota Marketing, please use the links below.  

Unsubscribe

Manage Preferences

FAQ

Contact Us

Your Privacy Rights

©2018 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. 
Attn: TMNA Marketing, P.O. Box 295001, Plano, TX 75025

Legal goes here.



VS – Mirai Version 
Engagement Results



VS – Mirai Version 
Heatmap Results

• Users spent 5.8 seconds on the hero module and focused on the large 

type, the body copy, then the explore the line up call-to-action.

• Users skimmed through each vehicle module’s body copy.

• Users skimmed through the legal copy in the footer module.



VS – ECO Version, Sedans Version, Mirai Asian Conquest 
Survey Results

• Before the users saw any of the emails, we asked the user what is the key feature they are 
looking for in a new vehicle. 58% of users said smart technology, 39% said eco-friendly, 3% said 
hydrogen-powered, 0% of users are looking for luxury, off-road capabilities, or horsepower.

• (Eco Version) we asked users their thoughts on the number of vehicles shown in this email: 66% 
say this is fine as is, 30% say there are too many vehicles, and 3% say there are too few.

• (Eco Version) 50% of users described this email as interesting, 17% called it helpful, 12% called 
the email overwhelming, 9% said the email is generic, and 1% said none of the above.

• (Eco Version) We asked users what is important to them in email communications when they are 
looking for a new vehicle and we allowed the user to select all the options that applied: 58% said 
smart technology, 57% said Mpg, 52% said local offers and safety features, 45% are interested in 
financing options, 40% want accessory options, 25% are interested in seeing the car in use, and 
1% of users said none of the above.



VS – ECO Version, Sedans Version, Mirai Asian Conquest 
Survey Results

• (Sedans Version) We asked users what other content they would like to see regarding the Sedan 
email and we allowed the user to select all the options that applied: 56% said more information 
per car, 41% said they want to see photos of vehicle interiors, 29% want to see more vehicle 
options, 25% want to see different angles of the cars, 205% claim the content is fine as is, and 
16% of users want to see action shots of the cars being driven.

• (Mirai Version) We asked users to share their thoughts about the content in this email and we 
allowed the user to select all the options that applied: 63% called the email interesting, 53% say 
the email is easy-to-read, 39% say the email is helpful, 12% call it generic, 6% say it’s 
overwhelming, and 1% said none of the above.

• (Mirai Version) 77% of users said alternative-fuel options are important to them.

• (Mirai Version) We asked users where they think clicking on "Choose your Toyota" will take them: 
43% said a Toyota vehicle page, 28% said Build and Price, 22% say a dealer website, 4% say 
information about fuel cell vehicles, and 2% said none of the above.



VS – ECO Version, Sedans Version, Mirai Asian Conquest 
Key Findings & Recommendations

KEY FINDINGS RECOMMENDATIONS
• Before seeing the emails we asked 

users when looking for a new car 58% 
of users said smart technology and 
39% said eco-friendly features.

• (Sedans Version) We asked users 
what other content they would like to 
see 56% said more information per 
car, 41% said they want to see photos 
of vehicle interiors,

• Within the Sedans and Mirai emails 
highlight smart technology features. 
For example: Safety Sense.

• Within the Sedans email add in 
additional information: such as the 
main feature per sedan and show 
interior photos.


